












communication,% 3)% to% provide% a% functionality% of% notifying% the%
users%when%new% target%posts/responses%with%desired%keywords%
are% created,% and% 4)% finally% to% offer% several% analytical% data%




further% Piazza)related% projects% with% the% Piazza% data% service.%
Having% said,% this% project% could%be% even%better% if% the% JSON%data%




In! this! paper,! I! am! going! to! describe! the! details! of!my!




quite! similar! to! an! online! forum.! Students! are! able! to! put!
forward! with! various! ideas,! questions,! and! comments! on!
the! forum.! In! the! meantime,! the! peer! students! and!




to! get! all! data! from! the! Piazza! in! the! format! of!
programmingRfriendly!data,!the!status!quo!is!that!the!Piazza!
does! not! provide! any! data! APIs! for! data! reading! or! even!
data! writing! (e.g.! creating! a! new! post! with! a! topic).!
Therefore,!the!project!“Piazzalytics”!for!the!time!being!is,!1)!
to!create!a!set!of!RestFul!APIs!to!allow!users!extracting!the!
entire! online! post! information! with! the! same! hierarchical!
manner,!2)!to!persist!the!extracted!data!in!the!database!and!
monitor! the! post! communication,! 3)! to! provide! a!








education/cognitive! science/psychology! related! research.!
This! could! also! make! the! instructors! easier! to! track! the!
course! progress! of! the! whole! course! participants.!
Meanwhile,! the! students! could! be! more! easily! embedded!
into! the! courses.! A! more! important! influence! is! that,! the!
data!interfaces!that!this!project!realize!can!be!really!helpful!
to! further! online! forumRrelated! artificial! intelligent! field!
research.! For! instance,! by! using! the! Restful! APIs! of! the!
“Piazzalytics”,! we! can! make! a! realRtime! robot! (e.g.!
Piazzabot)!that!plays!a!teaching!assistant!role!for!the!online!





Restful!APIs! Obtain! Piazza! data! on! post!
information!!
By! giving! the! desired!
course!ID!
@!/raw/{xxx}!
Daemon!job!! Obtain! and! store! the! Piazza!
post! data! with! unique!
timestamp! in! the! MongoDB!
data! warehouse,! get! the!
difference! compared! to! the!
last! data! record,! notify! the!






Restful!APIs! Obtain! the! historical! data! as!
well! as! the! timestamp! lists!
from! the! data!warehouse,! get!
the! difference! information!











The! essence! of! this! API! project! part! is! a! web! content!
extraction! and! scrapping! on! the! Piazza! course! page! (e.g.!
https://piazza.com/class/irl6njkfwh06de).! As! illustrated! in!
the!Figure!1,!the!modules!of!this!whole!project!includes!the!
Piazza!URL!preRchecking,!web! scrapping! core,! data!binding!
utilities,! Java! Spring! MVC! as! the! central! hub,! data!
warehousing!(MongoDB!database),!and!data!analysis.!!
After! receiving! an! entered!Piazza! post!URL! via! RestFUL!
POST! (implemented! by! a! Spring! @RestController),! the!
application!would!first!examine!if!the!URL!is!accurate!and!if!
the!html! contents! conform! to! the!predefined! template! for!
the!scrapping!at!the!next!step!(as!a!Spring!@Service).!It!may!




R! /class/irl6njkfwh06de:! the!main! framework! of! the!
Piazza! including! the! course! information! and! all! of! the!
information!in!the!leftRhand!navigation!bar!(indexed!by!cid);!
R! /class/irl6njkfwh06de?cid={cidValue}:! all! of! the!
post!threads!that!belong!to!a!topic!id!cid;!
Therefore,!to!highly!efficiently!obtain!the!data!from!the!
Piazza,! I! created! a! PiazzaDataSource! class,! which! is! to!
centrally! download! and! parse! the! data! from! Piazza.! As! a!
result,! based! on! the! rules! above,! the! scrapping! core! can!
hierarchically! extract! all! of! the! posts,! authors,! responses,!
and!date!values,!and!finally!store!these!data!in!the!format!of!
JSON.! Based! on! the! JSON! data! obtained,! data! binding!
modules!then!bind!the!JSON!data!to!the!objects,!and!these!
objects! are! then! persisted! into! the! data! warehousing!
(MongoDB)!with!Spring!MongoTemplate.!!
As! the! central! functionality! core,! Java! Spring! is!
responsible! to! all! of! the! functionality! implementation! as!
well! as! the! API! routings.! Accordingly,! the! business! logic!
module!of!data!analysis!may!also!be!injected!into!the!Spring!
context,! which! could! analytically! compute! the! statistics! of!
the!post,!user,!feedbacks,!etc.!Eventually,!both!of!the!Piazza!





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Piazza!network!communication!! Run! on! independent! thread,! return!
Future<>! as! the! result,! store! in! the!
cache! after! the! first! visiting! (with!5!
min!of!expiry!time!by!default)!
Database!query!!! Run! on! independent! thread,! return!
Future<>! as! the! result,! store! in! the!
cache! after! the! first! visiting! (with!5!
min!of!expiry!time!by!default)!
Get! the! entire! full! post! data! from!
Piazza!!










To! sum! up,! although! the! current! Piana! data! micro!
service!project!is!still!in!its!proofRofRconcept!stage,!however,!
it! has! been! already! able! to! provide! any! further! PiazzaR












[3]! Selenium! web! driver.!
http://www.seleniumhq.org/projects/webdriver/!
[4]!jARVESTRweb.!http://sing.ei.uvigo.es/jarvest/!
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